Threat response
time at a leading
global bank moves
from days to minutes
With a need for deeper threat detection, better
threat visibility, and faster incident response, a
leading global bank chose Atos AI-Driven MDR
service and advanced solutions for
high-performance 24x7x365 protection.

At a glance
Industry
Banking and Financial Services
Location
Global
Challenge
The bank wanted to solve three main
challenges of acquiring deeper threat
detection capability, improved threat visibility,
and faster incident response across its global
network.
Solution
The bank chose Atos’s AI-Driven MDR
offering for its security analytics and
machine learning-driven approach. Atos’s
MDR is aligned with Gartner’s framework
for Managed Detection Response and
offers advanced threat hunting and incident
response skills.
Results
By partnering with Atos, this global bank:
• Validated alerts in seconds instead
of hours
• Reduced its incident analysis effort
by 50%
• Achieved near real-time detection
of advanced security threats
• Reduced incident response time
from days down to minutes

“Threat levels and diversity
were rising faster than
our existing security
could handle. Every day
that passed brought us
closer to catastrophe.
We needed to take
our network security
to the next level with
a competent, reliable,
and trustworthy partner.”
CISO,
Global Financial Institution

A global bank chose Atos to upgrade its capabilities to monitor
and protect its network from increasing external threats.
Overview
This bank faced advanced cyber threats and sophisticated online attacks. It needed
to accelerate and improve threat detection, visibility, and response. The existing solution
based on older technology lacked the cyber security governance framework and advanced
capabilities to effectively recognize and combat new generations of threats.

Challenge
This global bank was regularly confronted daily with advanced cyber threats and
sophisticated online attacks. It needed to solve three main challenges by accelerating and
improving threat detection, visibility, and response. The older technology being used lacked
the cyber security governance framework and advanced capabilities to effectively combat
new threats.
The bank needed to break away from the conventional rules and signatures approach
it had been relying on. New generations of mutating threats were now able to penetrate the
network and systems without being detected. Advanced persistent threats could remain
hidden for long periods, invisible to yesterday’s limited monitoring methods.
Social engineering, ransomware attacks, and insider threats were also high risks. It became
clear to the bank that new skills and capabilities were needed to stay secure. A machine
learning-driven approach to deal with the volume of threats, complemented with the right
threat hunting and data science skills, seemed apt.
The next question for the bank was how to access such technology and skills, reliably,
effectively, affordably, and without any unnecessary delay.

Solution
Atos and the bank’s security team worked closely together to validate security objectives
and technology choices, and then plan and deploy the corresponding MDR service.
Atos’s advanced machine learning capabilities together with the human threat hunting
and data science skills of Atos security engineers provided exactly the blend of AI and human
capabilities that the bank needed. Deployment was fast and effective, thanks to Atos’s
out-of-the-box integration.
The bank gained immediate access to comprehensive Atos threat intelligence feeds.
We assigned a full team of Atos’s security experts to the bank, with experienced threat
analysts and forensic investigators for real-time 24x7x365 security services. These services
included:

Deep Threat Detection
Machine learning implemented through Atos’s AIsaac platform enabled the detection
of advanced cyber threats using supervised and unsupervised algorithms for outlier
detection, pattern matching, association identification, rare event detection and predicting
outcomes. This technology capability was complemented with a team of threat hunters, data
scientists and incident handlers, and AIsaac’s near-real-time situational awareness of
security issues, which enabled detection of advanced cyber threats including evasive
malware, ransomware, noisy attacks, attack obfuscation, zero-day attacks, encrypted attacks,
social engineering, data exfiltration, and cyber espionage.
Rapid Incident Response
Responding to an incident takes days to weeks in a conventional security operations center.
There is a large amount of analysis to validate an alert, analyze, and contain an incident.
A conventional SOC relies on manual analysis from incident handlers to determine the impact
on an asset, the spread of the attack, and the profile of an attacker. The analysis also requires
the collection of data from different security technologies, servers, end points and other
sources. The Atos MDR service revolutionized this conventional approach with machinedriven incident analysis which is unique in the industry. Machine driven incident response
enables high speed automated alert validation using machine learning. Incident analysis is
automated to quickly determine the impact on assets, threat actor information, and the
spread of attacks. Containment is automated with direct machine-driven action on security
devices, network devices, and end points. This enables response in minutes as compared to
days.

“Our cyber operations
stand transformed after
partnering with Atos.
The MDR team made
the transition process
seamless. We were initially
anxious about disruption,
but we did not experience
any discontinuity in
monitoring. We are already
planning to engage Atos
for other cyber programs.”
CISO,
Global Financial Institution

High Visibility
The bank did not have visibility on user activity or machine activity in the environment
with existing security investments. The new AIsaac driven machine approach enabled
understanding of any changes in the usual user behavior patterns and changes
to machine/entity behavior patterns. This increase in visibility enabled the bank’s cyber team
to quickly identify the changes and act on it. As an example, any changes to systems
or users interacting with the SWIFT system can be detected pro-actively and enables
prevention of multi-million-dollar SWIFT breach type of attacks.

Results
The bank’s threat detection and response capabilities for complex attacks were enhanced,
which included advanced targeted attacks, data exfiltration, evasive malware, ransomware,
noisy attacks, attack obfuscation, zero-day attacks, encrypted attacks, social engineering,
data exfiltration, cyber espionage, and more.
Alerts were validated in seconds instead of hours, the incident analysis was completed in
minutes instead of days, threats were contained in minutes, and a 50% effort reduction was
seen
by their cyber security team on incident analysis. The customer did not have to make
additional investments in security technologies and was able to divert these funds to other
strategic initiatives.
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